Abstract-A swarm of randomly moving miniature robots is an effective solution for the exploration of unknown terrains. However, the deployment of a swarm of miniature robots poses two challenges: finding an adequate locomotion strategy for fast exploration and obstacles negotiation; and implementing simple design and control solutions suited for mass manufacturing. Here, we tackle these challenges by developing a new soft robot with a minimalistic design and a simple control strategy that can randomly propel itself above obstacles and roll on the ground upon landing. The robot is equipped with two propellers that are periodically activated to jump, a soft cage that protects the robot from impacts and allows to passively roll on the ground, and a passive self-righting mechanism for repetitive jumps. The minimalistic control and design reduce the complexity of the mechanics and electronics and are instrumental to the production of a large number of robots. In the paper, the key design aspects of the robot are discussed, the locomotion of a single prototype is experimentally characterized, and improvements of the system for future swarm operations are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of robots to explore and collect data in unstructured environments has become a relevant research topic with potential applications in the fields of search and rescue [1] , space exploration [2] [3], environment monitoring [4] , and agriculture [5] . Indeed, robots can reach areas that are too dangerous, or even inaccessible to humans, and provide valuable information to their users. In missions that require in situ monitoring, and data collection, terrestrial mobile robots have been preferred over aerial robots that would otherwise need to periodically land and take-off, a challenging task in uneven or cluttered terrains. To date, exploration of terrestrial environments using robots have been performed through either a systematic or a random exploration strategy [6] . Usually, as the information regarding positional or behavioral characteristics of targets decreases, a systematic search become less efficient and more time consuming. In these scenarios, random search strategies are preferred, because they allow to increase the chances to reach and exploring different regions, therefore maximizing the possibility of gathering data [6] . Additionally, because random exploration does not require complex and time-consuming planning and mapping algorithms, a random exploration can be performed with very simple and fast robots. This type of robot is ideal for mass production and swarm operations. A swarm composed of several fast agents can rapidly spread in the environment and achieve high rates of exploration. Furthermore, swarm exploration is robust against failure or malfunctioning of single agents [2] .
Bristelbot [7] and Fiberbot [8] are two examples of simple and fast robot for the random exploration of flat surfaces [7] . These robots exploit a resonant dynamic locomotion to randomly wander on smooth surfaces. They are equipped with a vibration motor and with fibrillar structures with anisotropic frictional properties that convert vibrations into a net forward motion [8] . With this simple locomotion strategy, the robot moves forward until it hits an obstacle, then randomly changes its heading, thus achieving a random exploration of the environment. However, such a locomotion strategy is limited to relatively smooth surfaces because the fibrillary structures are impaired in rough, uneven terrains.
The locomotion of small terrestrial robots in unstructured terrains is often cited as a key research challenge in robotics [9] . Indeed, according to the size-grain hypothesis, the environment becomes more uneven and rugose with the decreasing of robot's size [10] . A common approach to tackle this challenge is to allow small robots to jump above obstacles and subsequently roll upon landing to cover large distances [2] . For over three decades, researchers have developed different types of jumping robots. However, the large majority of jumping robots with on-board energy source exploit complex propulsion and steering mechanisms composed of springs, levers and gears [9] - [14] , that can be a limiting factor for the mass production required for swarm applications. A solution to this problem is found in soft jumping robots with a minimalistic mechanical design and an easy to manufacture jumping mechanism [15] - [17] . Another advantage of soft jumping robots is their intrinsic resilience that enhances survivability during landing. Figure 1 . Prototype of the random explorer. The prototype is self-contained being equipped with two propellers that generate the thrust required for jumping, control electronics and a battery for up to 15 minutes of operation. In the paper, we propose a novel soft tensegrity robot for the random exploration of uneven terrains. The robot, depicted in Fig. 1 , is composed of a soft tensegrity cage that envelops an internal core with a propelled-based propulsion system, control electronics and a battery. The propellers produce the thrust that is required for jumping up to 400 cm without the need of complex mechanisms. The soft tensegrity cage protects the robot during the landing and allows the robot to roll on the ground in order to increase the distance covered after each jump. A passive, gravity based self-righting mechanism reorients upward the propellers for the subsequent jumps. The main advantages of the proposed robot are its minimalistic design and control strategy, ease of manufacturing, and a dynamic locomotion gait that exploits jumping and passive rolling to rapidly search terrestrial environments.
A Soft Robot for Random Exploration of Terrestrial Environments
First, the design and manufacturing of the robot are presented. Secondly, the control strategy that allows to randomly explore is discussed. Thirdly, a prototype of random explorer is experimentally characterized. A discussion of the results and proposals for future work conclude the paper.
II. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The development of a random explorer for exploring uneven and unstructured terrains requires tackling two main design challenges. First, the implementation of an actuation mechanism for jumping locomotion, coupled with a body able to withstand mechanical shocks after jumping and to rapidly roll on the ground. Secondly, a jumping robot requires an uprighting strategy in order to perform repetitive jumps [10] . Other desirable features are a minimalistic mechanical design and control to reduce the complexity of the electronics and of the mechanisms required for functioning. Such features would simplify the fabrication and facilitate the robot production and multi-agent deployment.
All the requirements are fulfilled by the random explorer depicted in Fig. 1 . The proposed implementation is based on two elements that work in synergy, a central core and a protective cage (Fig 2) . The central core comprises two contrarotating propellers as a propulsion mechanism for jumping and rolling, electronics, battery and an aerodynamic damper to passively stabilize the jump [18] (Fig. 2A) . The protective cage has an overall approximated spherical shape to facilitate roll on the ground, and to withstand mechanical shocks upon landing in order to protect the components of the internal core (Fig. 2B ).
Compared to the complex jumping mechanisms commonly exploited in state-of-the-art jumping robots [9] [10] [12] , the use of propellers for propulsions allows to drastically simplify the design and manufacturing of the jumping mechanism. The solution with two contra-rotating propellers provides stabilization around the yaw axis during jumping. The simultaneous activation of the two propellers at similar velocities minimizes the destabilization torque generated on the robot preventing the undesired spin around the yaw axis. Stabilization in pitch and roll is provided by an aerodynamic damper [18] (Fig. 2A) . It is composed of two perpendicular fins attached to the central core (Fig. 1) . The contra-rotating propellers and the aerodynamic damper allow the robot to take-off and jump without the need of attitude sensors and control loops for active stabilization. The damper and the contra-rotating propellers provide just enough stability during the take-off to allow the robot to jump. Afterward, the robot destabilizes and fall on the ground. This instability-driven behavior contributes to the robot's random directions and jumping heights during locomotion. Comparison of the empty volume inside an icosahedron tensegrity cage with straight struts (A) and one with curved struts (B). The empty volume is in grey and is approximated to a cube in the first case and to an icosahedron in the second. The empty volume available with curved struts is 4.7 time larger than the one available with straight struts.
In order to perform repetitive jumps, the propellers must be reoriented upward after each landing (see Section III). Therefore, the core of the robot is designed such that passively self-rights. This behavior is achieved by: 1) decoupling the core of the robot from the cage with a rotation axis housed in two bushes in the tensegrity structure (Fig. 2B) ; 2) arranging the components of the core such that the overall center of gravity (C.G. in Fig. 2A) is positioned below the axis of rotation. Therefore, the gravity passively reorients upwards the propellers integrated in the core of the robot, hence ensuring repetitive jumps after each landing.
The protective cage is a tensegrity structure [19] . Tensegrity structures are self-stabilized three-dimensional networks composed of two components: the struts, working only in compression and the cables, working only in tension [19] . This feature allows a tensegrity structure to withstand mechanical shocks and be lightweight at the same time [14] [19] [20] . Both features are beneficial for building a protective cage for jumping robots. Moreover, some tensegrity structures known in literature have an approximated spherical shape that can improve rolling on the ground [21] . Amongst them, the icosahedron tensegrity is the simplest having only 6 struts and 24 cables (Fig. 2B) . Furthermore, multiple techniques have been proposed for a simple and rapid manufacturing of such tensegrities structures providing a desirable feature for production and deployment of robotic swarms [22] [23] . Another useful feature of the tensegrity icosahedron network is the availability of an inner cubic volume not crossed by any cable or strut (Fig. 3A) . This volume contains and protects the core of the robot. In this work, the straight struts of the tensegrity icosahedron are replaced by curved struts. This modification increases the internal volume of 4.7 times and facilitates the integration of the two propellers and the whole core without over dimensioning the size and weight of the cage (Fig. 3B) . The curved struts also contribute to make the cage more spherical, therefore improving its efficiency for rolling on the ground [24] .
III. LOCOMOTION STRATEGY
Each element of the proposed mechanical design contributes to a specific step in the locomotion pattern. The aerodynamic damper stabilizes the take-off, the cage allows to roll upon landing, and the rotation axis allows the core to passively up-right before the subsequent take-off. Therefore, thanks to this embodied design, random locomotion can be achieved with a simple control strategy. The controller generates two synchronized duty cycles that periodically give a pulse to the motors that simultaneously activates both the propellers at the maximum thrust. The duration of the pulse has been experimentally optimized in order to maximize the jumping height (see Section IV).
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the simple control strategy leads to two different locomotion patterns: a jumping followed by rolling, or rolling only. When the robot is resting, if the vertical component of the maximum thrust generated by the propellers is larger than the weight of the robot, the propellers generate enough thrust to lift the robot and to initiate a jump (Fig. 4A) . Afterwards, upon landing the robot rolls on the ground. Considering the weight of the robot (37 grams) and the maximum thrust generated by the two propellers (60 grams), this locomotion pattern is obtained when the angle between the propellers and the gravity is between:
Otherwise, the activation of the propellers results in rolling locomotion only (see Fig. 4B ).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The robot is equipped with a TinyDuino board (© 2017 TinyCircuits) that controls the activation of the propellers. Each motor is driven by a N channel MOSFFET that is directly controlled by the TinyDuino. For the propulsion, the robot is equipped with two coreless DC motors (7 mm in diameter) and two 60 mm contra-rotating propellers. The robot is equipped with a single cell Lipo battery of 200 mAh, that ensures a running time of up to 15 minutes. All these components are connected to a 3D printed frame that can freely rotate around a single axis of rotation with respect to the cage. The cage is a tensegrity structure composed of a stretched network of cables and curved struts of carbon fiber. The network of cables is 3D printed flat and subsequently folded and assembled with the struts, as detailed in [22] . The network is printed with NinjaFlex (NinjaTeck, USA), a rubber-like filament that allows to obtain a compliant protective cage to absorb the shocks upon landing.
The robot occupies a spherical volume of 70 mm of radius and weights 37 grams. Table 1 summarizes the weight of the main components of the robot. Among them, the electronic boards are significantly oversized. Indeed, these components are non-optimized since the simple control algorithm can run on a much simpler, hence lighter board. However, TinyDuino is a convenient choice for prototyping because it allows to thoroughly experiment with the platform by easily tuning different parameters of the control strategy. The validity of the design has been assessed through three different experimental tests: the height of the jump, the capability to negotiate obstacles, and the amount of area explored by the robot during locomotion.
A. Jumping height
In order to effectively explore uneven terrains and negotiate obstacles, the robot must be able to perform high jumps. We found that the main parameter affecting the jumping height is the activation time of the propellers. For example, Fig. 5A shows an example of repetitive jumps with a peak of 400 mm that are obtained when the propellers are activated 1 second every 4 seconds (Fig. 5B) .
To find the pulse duration that maximizes the jumping height, the trajectories of multiple jumps for varying activation times have been recorded using an external tracking system, the results are shown in Fig. 5C . The results show that the jumping height gradually increases for activation times up to 1 second, until it reaches a maximum average value of 150 cm. A further increase in the activation time does not result in an increasing jumping height. Most probably because the passive stabilization offered by the aerodynamic damper is effective only in the first phase of the jump and loses efficacy over 1 second. Increasing the time of propeller activation only results in landing with the propellers still active, hence high impact velocities that increase the risk of damaging the robot. For the next experiments, an activation time of 1 second and a duty cycle with a period of 4 seconds have been selected.
B. Obstacle negotiation
The purpose of the experiment is to investigate the mobility of the robot in uneven terrains by measuring how quickly the robot can escape from a box of 50x50 cm with walls of different height. For each height of the walls, the number of duty cycles, and time required to exit the box have been logged. The results are summarized in Table 2 and in Fig. 6 . Until a height of 60 mm, the robot escaped from the box in less than 10 seconds and with maximum 3 iterations. For walls 70 mm high, the robot managed to jump over the walls with an average of 5.5 duty cycles in less than 40 seconds. Above 70 mm, the robot takes considerable time to exit the box. This experiment suggest that the current prototype can rapidly search environments containing obstacles with a maximum height of 70 mm, but the exploration will significantly slow-down in environments with higher obstacles. Figure 6 . The graph shows the time required by the robot to exit from a 50 x 50 cm box with walls with different wall heights.
C. Area coverage
To assess the area coverage capability of the robot, we tracked the path of the robot during the random exploration of a flat arena of 10 x 10 m. The top view of the trajectories resulting from 9 runs are shown in Fig. 7A . Each run lasted 2 minutes (corresponding to roughly 30 jumps). The starting point of the robot was at the origin (0,0) of the arena. The robot was oriented with the two propellers aligned along the Y axis. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the exploration, the arena has been divided into cells of the same size of the robot (140 x 140 mm). The effectiveness of coverage was then measured as the ratio between the corresponding area of cells that were visited at least once and the total area of the arena [25] . As shown in Fig. 7B , a single robot can explore at an almost constant average rate of 0.044 m 2 /s. We can also use this experiment to estimate how effectively a swarm composed of 9 agents that starts from the same location can explore an area of interest. Fig. 7C shows the area that the swarm can explore as function of the time. The swarm has an almost constant exploration rate of 0.27 m 2 /s, corresponding to 16 m 2 explored in just one minute. Fig.  7D shows the percentage of surface covered in 2 minutes by the swarm in a circular region centered in the origin where the robots are deployed. The percentage of explored area is decreasing almost linearly with the radius of the region.
V. DISCUSSION
The exploration of unknown environments is an active field of research in robotics. One solution is to systematically explore the environment by carefully planning the path of a robot. This approach requires robots with mechanisms and electronics suited for a highly controllable locomotion [13] [14] . Another solution is to explore the environment with many simple robots capable of random locomotion. This exploration strategy is preferred when the information regarding positional or behavioral characteristics of targets decreases [6] . In this paper, we have presented a new soft robot for the random exploration of unstructured terrestrial environments. The robot has an embodied design where each mechanical component directly contributes to the jumping and rolling locomotion without the need of complex control algorithms. The design solutions exploited for the jumping mechanism, self-righting mechanism and protective tensegrity cage have been selected for their intrinsic mechanical simplicity and ease of manufacture that could facilitate the development of several agents for swarm applications. The current prototype demonstrated the capability to rapidly explore flat and uneven terrains with small obstacles like pebbles, as shown in the supplementary video material. However, the limited average jumping height affects the exploration rate of the robot when deployed in terrains with obstacles higher than 70 mm. Increasing the thrust to weight ratio of the robot is a viable approach to tackle this limitation. For example, by replacing the two DC motors with brushless motors (e.g. DYS BE0905), the thrust could increase by 80%. The thrust to weight ratio can be also increased by rearranging the motors in a coaxial configuration. This would improve the propulsion efficiency and reduce the footprint of the robot, therefore the weight of the cage. Another option for jumping higher would be to increase the area of the aerodynamic dampers in order to improve stabilization during the take-off phase beyond the 1 second currently obtained.
A lighter electronic board with only the few components required to periodically activate the motors would allow to allocate payload to sensors and communication devices to collect and to stream data to the user.
Finally, the use of several units for swarm operation would require tackling the challenge of deployment, for example with techniques of self-folding for tensegrity structures to facilitate the storage and transportation of the robots [26] . This would result in a highly portable and lightweight swarm that can be easily carried inside a backpack and rapidly deployed on the field.
